Distinct Dynamic Modes Enable the Engagement of Dissimilar Ligands in a Promiscuous Atypical RNA Recognition Motif.
Conformational dynamics play a critical role in ligand binding, often conferring divergent activities and specificities even in species with highly similar ground-state structures. Here, we employ time-resolved electrospray ionization hydrogen-deuterium exchange (TRESI-HDX) to characterize the changes in dynamics that accompany oligonucleotide binding in the atypical RNA recognition motif (RRM2) in the C-terminal domain (CTD) of human La protein. Using this approach, which is uniquely capable of probing changes in the structure and dynamics of weakly ordered regions of proteins, we reveal that binding of RRM2 to a model 23-mer single-stranded RNA and binding of RRM2 to structured IRES domain IV of the hepatitis C viral (HCV) RNA are driven by fundamentally different dynamic processes. In particular, binding of the single-stranded RNA induces helical "unwinding" in a region of the CTD previously hypothesized to play an important role in La and La-related protein-associated RNA remodeling, while the same region becomes less dynamic upon engagement with the double-stranded HCV RNA. Binding of double-stranded RNA also involves less penetration into the RRM2 binding pocket and more engagement with the unstructured C-terminus of the La CTD. The complementarity between TRESI-HDX and Δδ nuclear magnetic resonance measurements for ligand binding analysis is also explored.